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‘I met murder on my way / he had a mask like LBJ’ (slogan of Vietnam anti-war demonstrators of the mid 1960s paraphrasing Shelley.)

Introduction

Some historians have tended to underestimate the firearm power of the earliest Europeans intruders on the frontier. It has enabled them to conclude that the number of Aboriginals killed on the frontier, especially in Gippsland, was grossly exaggerated. Lyndall Ryan in her 2010 paper on frontier conflict stated: “Although Broome and I had readily conceded that some settler massacres took place, we considered that they had played only a minor role in Aboriginal population decline and that, because of inferior European weapons in use at the time, the Aborigines were more likely to have been killed in ones and twos than in mass killings.”¹ (my emphasis) It should be noted that despite this quotation Ryan’s paper generally accepts the thesis of both massacres and large fatality numbers and uses the phrase ‘settler activism’ to describe them.

Richard Broome summarised the problem: “Violence was the hallmark of the Australian Frontier, but we will never know how many people died in conflicts between Europeans and Aborigines. The historical record is always fragmentary, and records of the frontier doubly so. The evidence of violence is scarcer still, owing to a natural secrecy…” ² He then noted that “Gun technology on this pre-1850 frontier comprised single shot and muzzle-loading weapons.”³ He claimed Christie in his Aborigines in Colonial Victoria 1835-1886 (Sydney Uni. Press, Sydney 1979) had “overemphasised the power of the muzzle loading rifle”⁴ and that his estimate of 2000 frontier casualties for Victoria was ‘clearly too high’. Broome, perhaps unintentionally, is in effect down playing the importance of weaponry in frontier conflict.

This has meant that he accepts estimates that the frontier casualties in Gippsland were as low as 250.⁵ He dismisses my estimate of 600 fatalities and consequently generally discounts the estimate of Henry Meyrick on which my account is based. Meyrick estimated that ‘no less than’ 450 had been killed up to 1846 and is the only primary source on this matter. He must be given far more weight than recent or academic estimates. For the Warrigal Creek massacres Broome offers a conclusion of ‘perhaps 60 killed’.

I hope to demonstrate that the opposite of this is true – that a combination of overwhelming firepower, strategy and circumstance employed by the invaders was disastrous for the Kurnai people and death by gunshot wounds almost certainly the major factor in the calamitous decline of their population. The aim here is not to re-examine the evidence of massacres most of which can be found in my early publications ⁶ but rather it is to examine the arguments offered by Broome and others that these events, and the numbers of fatalities in them, have
been exaggerated. In particular it is to look at the firearms carried by the invaders and understand, in conjunction with other factors, how devastating their use was.

**General Evidence**

Firearms of various ages and of different makes and models were common in 1840 when the first Europeans ventured into Gippsland. All of these European parties in Gippsland were armed although we only have scant details of the weaponry of a small number of these parties - McMillan-Macalister, Strzelecki-Macarthur and Brodribb. Contrary to Broome’s summary double barrelled shotguns, as well as ‘old muskets’, were fairly common. The latter, often in poor condition, were given to friendly Aborigines in the Port Phillip district and the Monaro. Kenneth Cox reported that Angus McMillan gave an ‘old fowling piece’ to Jemmy Gibber to entice him to act as his guide on the first of his Gippsland forays. In and around Melbourne Aborigines were given these weapons to hunt for the prized Lyrebird feathers and they were used on at least one occasion for an armed foray deep into Gippsland about 1840. The implication is that, rather than being ‘inferior’ the armoury of the squatters and early settlers was relatively modern. Also many had ‘sporting’ guns which appear to have been more technically advanced, lighter and easier to use than military weapons.

The percussion cap was invented in 1822 and this improvement was widely adopted in sporting weapons in the 1820s and by the military in 1830. The cumbersome flintlock firing mechanism was easily converted to percussion cap operations. A Rigby flintlock pistol (of which McMillan possessed a brace in 1839) now held in the National Museum of Victoria was supposed to have been converted to percussion about 1825. This mechanism was widely adopted by about 1830 and it is therefore highly likely that many, even most, of the weapons in Gippsland in the 1840s were of this kind. The percussion cap meant that the weapon was quicker to load and much less likely to misfire.

Another weapon improvement that had been around for some time was the muzzle loading rifle. The Baker rifle was employed by skirmishers during the Napoleonic wars. The rifle was far more accurate than the musket. It also had a far greater range and in the hands of a sharpshooter was accurate at up to 300 metres compared with about 40 metres for the musket. The downside of the rifle was that it was much slower to load because the ball had to be a tight fit although sometimes paper cartridges were employed. Also the barrel rifling tended to get fouled after repeated firing. Examples of rifles being fired on the frontier can be found in the Portland district and in Gippsland.

**Specific Evidence in Gippsland**

As far as we know all of the European parties that ventured into Gippsland were well armed. Aside from Aboriginal guides it seems all the Europeans carried some type of firearm – the assigned servants were possibly armed with inferior weapons such as old muskets. At least three of the six members of the Strzelecki party carried firearms. Macarthur and Riley, who
did some hunting, both carried weapons and Strzelecki probably did, though the latter’s weapon may have been carried by his servant. xi Likewise the Brodribb party, except for Charlie Tarra, were all armed, probably with rifles, although we have no other details of their guns. xii The McMillan party armoury on their various forays into Gippsland is in part listed in Kenneth Cox in his biography of McMillan.

Cox noted that McMillan “carried his guns, a brace of pistols”, xiii that their party was generally ‘well armed’ xiv and ‘proceeded with guns loaded…’ xv Also “Macalister and Cameron, both good marksman, practised with McMillan’s rifle”. xvi Besides McMillan’s “brace of Rigby’s best pistols…” he also carried a rifle and the party armoury included at least two double barrelled guns. xvii The group appears to have frequently used their guns for hunting and on at least two occasions reported firing at the Kurnai. In one incident McMillan fired both barrels xviii and in the other where a warrior reputedly dragged a spear by his toes was shot simultaneously, by five weapons. xix

Dunderdale in his Book of the Bush notes that in the early European occupation of Gippsland had "each man carrying his double barrelled gun, ready loaded, in his hand.” xx When Ronald Macalister was murdered by the Kurnai in 1843 he had a brace of pistols on his horse. xxi In the retaliatory massacre that followed at Warrigal Creek Dunderdale noted that “the gun used by old Macalister was a double barrelled purdy… which in its time had done great execution.” xxii ‘Purdy’ is a reference to James Purdey and Son, makers of sporting firearms, and the weapon probably a double barrelled shotgun. Squatter Patrick Coady Buckley and his associate Leonard Mason were also firing their ‘double barrelled’ guns at the Kurnai in south Gippsland in 1844 confirming that these firearms were common. xxiii
Strategy, Practice and Circumstance

This extensive and modern weaponry, along with a number of other factors, gave the newcomers an overwhelming military superiority. Being mounted gave them far greater mobility. They were able at various times to herd, drive, and sometimes trap the Kurnai against a natural feature. Once their quarry was trapped the attackers could dismount enabling them to load and fire their weapons more rapidly.

The practice of loading the musket or shotgun with a single round lead ball and several large shotgun pellets was probably common. This would tend to inflict multiple wounds when fired into a crowd. The musket was only accurate up to a maximum of 40 metres but probably most of the attacks occurred at this distance or closer. The rates at which these weapons could be fired and reloaded varies greatly from source to source with estimates of reloading a musket as little as 15 seconds and a rifle about 30 seconds. Elsewhere I have used the very conservative rate of reloading rifles at 2 minutes. xxiv Considering that the handlers of the weapons were reasonably accomplished and proficient an average reloading time of one minute per shot seems reasonable.

It also seems possible that one or more of the newcomers had military experience although I have yet to identify any such individual. With small heavily armed parties the strategy of individuals firing in succession meant that they could keep up a continuous rate of fire for a lengthy period of time. As well in the early period of first contact the Kurnai did not understand how they could be hurt by a weapon they could not see. Thus they made no effort to hide themselves but stood upright making an easy target. Philip Pepper noted: "In the real early days our people didn't wake up about guns. They'd just stand there and get shot. Didn't understand how they got hit with something and fell over from Lohans (white men) pointing something at them." xxv

The participant’s account noted that as they fired at the body, and that they were such easy targets, they ‘spoilit all them as we hit’ and that few, if any, of those wounded who escaped would survive. xxvi A combination of all or most of these factors meant the attacks were truly devastating and their firepower overwhelming, and the casualties very high.

Finally the presence of some form of law enforcement is often presented as an ameliorating factor. Richard Broome noted: “The Port Phillip District was unique in having a serious (albeit inadequate) protective effort, which meant that settlers were more under the eye of colonial officials, who were in turn influenced by instructions from London to apply British justice to Aboriginal people. Lastly racial ideas hardened after the 1850s…” xxvii In Gippsland it was a different story. Law enforcement, in the person of Crown Lands Commissioner Tyers, did not arrive until 1844 thus leaving a space of 4 years of lawlessness. Meyrick remarked that Gippsland was still ‘a most lawless place’ in 1846. xxviii

An illustration in Attwood & Foster’s Frontier Conflict on p.19 done in early Victorian times and not specific to Gippsland nevertheless exhibits many of the features involved in ‘settler activism’. The attackers are all armed and mounted; their quarry is herded against a waterhole; they are basically surrounded; they crowd together as a primitive form of defence
and are relatively easy targets for their attackers. A similar illustration where there was a massacre on the Rufus River (near Wentworth NSW) is included here (see above). This event occurred in 1841 and there were estimated to be 30 casualties.

**A Theoretical Examination of Two frontier Massacres.**

Because of the paucity of statistics on frontier conflict academics have been inclined to use theoretical ratios such as the rate of the murder of Europeans to Aboriginais – anywhere from 1:5 upwards. Another theoretical measure commonly used is to make a percentage estimate of the proportion of the total population that succumbed to gunshot wounds although in almost every instance even the original population numbers are open to debate. These estimates are of such a wide variety as to be almost meaningless. They are at best a general statistic and when applied to a specific localities lose all authority.

I offer here another different, theoretical calculation applied to two large scale events in early Gippsland – the Boney Point and Warrigal Creek massacres. The following are estimates of the possible numbers killed. The parameters also set a physical upper limit, a maximum possible number of fatalities, as well. They show that the weaponry, rather than being a retarding factor could, in theory, have been able to inflict a very large numbers of casualties in a very short period of time.

The theory is based on the following assumptions; that the attacking parties were mounted and well-armed; that the Kurnai were in large mixed groups of all ages and both sexes; that they were trapped up against a natural feature and that, at least at Boney Point, they did not understand how a firearm could hurt them and tended to crowd together. All of these assumptions I think are valid.

Further the practical dimensions or limitations on the attackers for the theory are as follows; that their fire hit only one in three targets; that they aimed at the body; that about 30 minutes was the maximum time that the attack could be sustained; that they were all armed with rifles, muskets or shotguns; at least a third of the weapons were double barrelled thereby increasing the firepower by about 30% and that the firing and reloading of each weapon took about 1 minute per shot. Again I would suggest these limitations are both valid and conservative.

In the case of Boney Point we have an attacking party of about 12 individuals with 4 double barrelled guns being able to fire 16 shots before needing to reload. Spacing the firing would mean a continuous fusillade could be kept up with a shot every 4 to 6 seconds. In the space of 10 minutes the attackers could have fired an estimated 140 shots resulting in 46 casualties. For 15 minutes the casualty total would be 69 and for twenty minutes 92. All these figures are well above the casualty estimates for Boney Point except perhaps the first.

For Warrigal Creek these figures are equally both enlightening and horrifying. The well-armed and mobile party of possibly 30 men with 10 double barrelled guns would have a firepower of 40 shots for the first minute and subsequently 35 shots per minute afterwards.
Thus over a 10 minute period of continuous firing over 350 shots would be fired for a casualty figure of 115. There is no need to lengthen the process beyond the 10 minute period to encompass the casualty estimates for this event. The theoretical upper limits of fatalities in these events, assuming that they lasted the full 30 minutes, are 138 for Boney Point and 345 Warrigal Creek – both clearly far too high.

Summary

None of this is to say that this did happen. But rather that it could quite possibly have been so. The words above are brutal and the analysis to some may appear cold and somewhat clinical. How else is one to examine murder? Not one of the conditions that Broome and others outline that would reduce the numbers killed and justify their conservative statistics is valid for Gippsland. Nor can we escape from the fact that even in warlike conditions these events can clearly be labelled ‘atrocities’ and terrible crimes even if we can never put an exact figure on the number of fatalities. These ‘statistics’ hide the murder of non-combatants - woman, children and the elderly. For the Kurnai who faced the European invaders of the early 1840s the horse and the gun combined were truly weapons of ‘mass destruction’.
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The members of the Highland Brigade could quite possibly have carried two or more weapons each.